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Abstract
The sophisticated Quality-of-Service (QoS) demands of research, education and commercial
network service providers require new services in current \best-e ort" Internet architecture.
The Internet must enable applications that demand speci c services to pro t from a set of differentiated traÆc classes, which support either relative or absolute types of quality of service,
or both. This paper focuses on the design of scalable bu er management and queueing strategies in a QoS-enabled Internet. A threshold-based bu er management to be used mainly
in core routers is proposed and evaluated. A new bu er management scheme, called Differentiated Random Drop (DRD) scheme, is introduced. Combined with simple rst-come,
rst-served (FCFS) scheduling, the scheme can support di erentiated services (Di serv) that
is being standardized by the IETF.

1 Introduction
In a QoS-enabled network we distinguish between privileged and best-e ort ows. The easiest
way for a router to treat such types of traÆc is to use multiple queues, which contain ows,
called micro ows, or aggregates thereof called macro ows. Flows can be easily mapped to
Di serv [1] traÆc classes.
Unfortunately today's bandwidth increase does not allow one to keep state for each micro ow in a router. Flexible solutions that scale well are required. To achieve suÆcient scalability, relative simple functionality will be placed in core routers, whereas the more complex
control operations such as classifying and aggregating will take place in edge routers.
Factors in uencing QoS in a router are scheduling and bu er management. Packet scheduling refers to the decision process used to choose which packets should be sent next. Scheduling
in uences the order of service. Fairness and the computational complexity characterize each
scheduling algorithm. In the past ten years, considerable research has been done to improve
packet-scheduling algorithms [2, 3, 4, 5].
Bu er management refers to any particular discipline used to regulate the occupancy of
a queue or the entire bu er space. The regulation takes place by admitting packets to use
bu er space and dropping \unwelcome" packets. An intelligent bu er management scheme
can allow one to provide rate guarantees to ows even with schedulers as simple as FCFS [6].
A recently proposed simple, eÆcient and scalable queue management algorithm is Approximative Longest Queue Drop (ALQD) [7]. Compared with Random Early Detection (RED) [8],
its main goals are fairness in bottleneck link bandwidth sharing, overall throughput improvement, and isolation and protection from aggressive sources that consume more than their fair
share of bandwidth.
Although ALQD is very scalable, the scheme alone poorly meets Di serv's needs: Whereas
RED starts dropping packets before the total bu er space is full, ALQD waits until no more
space is available. This leads to a hard limit, which can cause bursty packet drops. Bursty
packet drops are even worse when all dropped packets are from the same ow. Adaptive ows
such as TCP will then stall. Supposing there were one or more longest queues in a bu er
system, ALQD would only drop packets from these queues without performing any type of
congestion avoidance to other ows.
Introducing additional random characteristics may solve the problem of ALQD. There
should be a RED-like mechanism, which starts dropping earlier with a given (increasing)
probability. The queue from which a packet should be dropped may be chosen randomly by
using a dynamic per-queue probability. The dynamic per-queue probability can be evaluated
using the average queue size. This gives longer queues a higher probability to be chosen. It is
even conceivable that packets should be dropped not only from the longest queue but from a
set of longest queues with a dropping probability corresponding to their queue length.
Section 2 introduces a ow-and-queue threshold-based bu er management scheme and
shows various extensions thereof. These extensions are fundamental to fair packet dropping
and better overall bu er usage. In order to avoid bursty packet drops and traÆc oscillations
caused mainly by TCP synchronization, The use of a robust and eÆcient congestion-avoidance
scheme is essential.
In Section 3 two packet dropping schemes are explained in which the experience gained
with ALQD leads to a new congestion-avoidance scheme: the Di erentiated Random Drop
(DRD) scheme. This scheme is able to provide di erentiated services with a simple rst-come,
rst-served (FCFS) scheduler.
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Figure 1: Architecture of bu er management.
Section 4 explains why such a congestion-avoidance scheme has to be used in a ow-andqueue threshold-based bu er management scheme. The simulations are done with the network
simulator ns [9] to which speci c new extensions have been added.
The two congestion-avoidance schemes introduced in Section 3 are compared in Section 5.
A FCFS as well as a weighted fair queueing (WFQ) scheduler are used for the comparison.
The results show that the DRD scheme with FCFS enables dynamic and adaptive drop rates,
which are relative to the other queues in the system. The drop rate between queues can be
expressed in terms of \better than" as proposed in the Di serv framework.
The simulations discussed in Section 6 show how di erent drop precedences in the same
queue can be implemented when a simple packet marking as described in Section 2.3 is used.

2 Threshold-Based Bu er Management
To support QoS in a bu er management system we introduce as shown in Figure 1 a thresholdbased mechanism called ow-and-queue threshold-based bu er management scheme. Thresholds are assigned to macro ows and queues. Macro ows may consist of a large number of
micro ows that form a ow aggregate. For simplicity we call ow aggregates just ows from
now on. Each of these ows is attributed to one queue. This process maps well to the Di serv
classes [10, 11].
The number of queues in a system is important in order to scale well. The ow-and-queue
threshold-based bu er management system keeps this number low, in general not more than
several dozen in a Di serv environment.
The rst threshold limits a ow's global bu er occupancy and is called the per- ow
threshold. This means that ows exceeding their per- ow threshold undergo a special treatment such as marking or dropping of packets. Marking and dropping depends on the type of
bu er management and will be discussed later.
The second threshold is a per-queue threshold, which allows a segmentation of the
available bu er space. When the per-queue threshold is exceeded, packets have to be dropped
in order to bind the maximal packet delay. The per-queue threshold acts as a \hard" dropping
policy when used with no additional strategies. Hard means that packets may be suddenly
dropped in bursts. This behavior is not at all desirable. An early dropping policy such as
RED should be combined with this threshold.
In this scheme it is possible to allocate more than the real existing bu er space to queues as
opposed to hard segmented bu er spaces as in [6]. This means that the sum of all per-queue
thresholds may exceed the total available bu er space. The advantage of such a strategy is
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Figure 2: Hard dropping scheme.
that it supports larger bursts of a ow when other ows are on a low bu er usage level or
even not backlogged and therefore uses less global bu er space. On the other hand when all
ows are sending at peak rate at the same time the xed per-queue bu ers cannot be fully
exploited. At this point the per- ow threshold will act as a limiter. As we will see below, this
is even needed to give best-e ort traÆc the capability to take advantage of unused bandwidth.
It is clear that the bu er management does not treat micro ows individually, but only
applies the service de ned for the corresponding service class. In a similar way, this corresponds
to a Di serv-enabled core router that does not distinguish among micro ows for the routing
process.

2.1 Hard dropping scheme
The simplest known bu er management scheme consists of dropping packets when no more
bu er space is available. This strategy turns out to be inadequate for performing eÆcient
and fair packet forwarding even when used with fair queueing. Packets are often dropped in
\bursts" from a single ow, whereas other ows increase their traÆc even more.
Adding a ow-and-queue threshold-based bu er management allows bu er sharing and
priority handling to be provided. In addition to dropping when no bu erspace is available,
packets are dropped when one or both of the two thresholds are exceeded (Figure 2). The
simulations discussed in Section 4 show that a simple ow-and-queue threshold-based bu er
management as described above is not suÆcient per se to guarantee services as de ned in
Di serv.
In general, the thresholds used in this mechanism act as a hard limit. During congestion
periods no indication is performed, and packets are suddenly dropped in avalanches once
threshold is exceeded. There must be some additional packet-dropping strategies to avoid
burst drops and to avoid synchronization of TCP sources.
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2.2 Softening hard limits
One way to overcome the hard dropping nature of a threshold is to introduce a steadily
increasing probability function depending on the average queue size (Figure 3). We used a
linearly increasing function because of its simplicity. To use a linearly increasing function, it
is suÆcient to add a threshold. The two thresholds together are then used as a lower and
upper limit.
The size of the linearly increasing section has to be set relatively to the global bu er space
or to the allocated queue space. Too small a value does not overcome the bursty drop problem
and too large a section will introduce too early and unnecessary packet drops. Without going
into more details concerning the optimal setting, which is beyond the scope of this paper,
experience has shown that a value of around 50% is reasonable [8].

2.3 Introducing packet marking
Various packet markers have been proposed in the Di serv working group [12, 13]. These
markers use the result of a traÆc meter to set the appropriate Di serv Codepoint (DSCP).
The marking strategy proposed below is di erent from these markers and acts only inernally.
In fact, the DSCP is not modi ed in the process, but it in uences the marking done by the
bu er management scheme as described in Section 6. As mentioned earlier there may be
multiple ows with di erent per- ow thresholds within the same queue. Marked packets in a
4

queue may belong to di erent ows without making any ow distinction between them when
drop decisions have to be made. The per- ow drop rate increases with decreasing per- ow
threshold.
It is easy to see that a small per- ow threshold excludes a ow completely from getting any
service when network traÆc is high. A part of the global bu er space remains unused at this
time because it is reserved for other traÆc classes that perhaps will not occupy this space in
the near future. One way to improve bu er usage is to increase the per- ow threshold but
then service di erentiation becomes more diÆcult because the thresholds move closer together.
Nevertheless an arriving packet belonging to such a ow could be enqueued and marked. If
packets need to be dropped later on, the marked ones should be dropped rst. Figure 4 shows
where packet marking is done in our scheme. As a result bu er space is used more eÆciently
and more packets are served. A sophisticated packet-dropping scheme can take into account
the per-queue bu er usage as well as a relative queue priority and then select a packet to be
dropped. The congestion-avoidance scheme that preferably drops marked packets is discussed
in the next section.

3 Congestion Avoidance
In a hard-dropping scheme, packets are often dropped in bursts from a single ow, whereas
other ows increase their traÆc even more. To avoid this, a widely used mechanism to indicate
congestion has been introduced by Floyd [8] called RED. Routers detect incipient congestion
by computing the average queue size of each connection. The dropping probability is a linearly
increasing function of the average queue size starting at a given threshold. Routers can notify
connections of congestion either by dropping or marking packets. A special mechanism to
avoid global TCP window synchronization is included.
Unfortunately this dropping scheme does not scale to a very large number of connections
because the state of each connection must be kept and maintained by routers.
In addition, connections that do not adapt their bandwidth when congestion is indicated,
such as UDP traÆc, will bene t from the adaptive character of TCP as shown in [14]. These
non-adaptive sources should be shaped at the network edge, treated in separate queues, or
marked as best-e ort traÆc.
As line speed increases a dropping scheme should be as simple as possible and preferably
implemented in hardware in order to avoid CPU usage in routers.

3.1 RED drop scheme
A special congestion-avoidance scheme can prevent undesirable burst drops. This in hardwarecoded algorithm is executed upon packet arrival. Instead of using RED on each connection it
can be applied to a queue containing ows as illustrated in Figure 1. When a packet arrives,
RED is evaluated for the queue where the packet will be enqued and, if necessary, a packet
is discarded from this queue's head. The packet-dropping probability is calculated as a linear
function of the queue size. Then the per-queue and per- ow thresholds as well as the available
global bu er space are examined before the packet can be enqueued (Figure 4). Owing the
resemblance to RED we call this the RED scheme. The main characteristic of the RED scheme
is to combine congestion avoidance and fairness amongst queues and ows.
In a network where QoS is supported, di erent dropping probabilities should appear in
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di erent traÆc classes. Flows with stronger needs of QoS should su er less from packet drops
than best-e ort traÆc. The RED scheme does not di erentiate among queues because it
depends only on the average queue size. Di erentiation among queues has to be done in a static
manner when setting up the queue parameters. Therefore a more sophisticated congestionavoidance scheme has to be introduced: We call it simply the Di erentiated Random Drop
(DRD) scheme.

3.2 Di erentiated random drop (DRD) scheme
The main goal of di erentiated random drop scheme is to introduce a dynamic per-queue drop
probability while adding relative dependency among the various queues in the system. This
will allow service di erentiation such as \better than" or Olympic service, which consists of
three service classes: gold, silver and bronze.
The scheme works as follows: When a packet arrives, the following congestion-avoidance
mechanism is performed before processing of that packet continues as explained in Section
3.1. One of the queues is chosen randomly using a dynamic per-queue probability. Then
random early discard is performed in this queue. The per-queue probability p is evaluated as
follows: Every queue is assigned a xed priority equal to the queue number i. The per-queue
probability is proportional to the amount of bytes in the queue plus the amount of bytes in
all higher-priority queues. This is a more general approach as is used for RIO in [15]. Queues
containing no packets have zero per-queue probability. It should be noted that priorities are
introduced only for dropping behavior and not, for example in CBQ [16], as a per-queue priority used for scheduling purposes. The per-queue probability p can be written
i
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4 Fair Packet Dropping
To illustrate the di erence between the various dropping schemes mentioned before we consider
the following simulation where multiple incoming links have a maximum rate of 10 Mbit/s
each and variable link delays share the same outgoing link. The outgoing link has a rate of only
1 Mbit/s (Figure 5). For the simulation, multiple traÆc sources with di erent characteristics
and di erent on/o times were taken and accumulated to ows as listed in Table 1. Although
the reserved rates of these ows do not correspond to actual Internet backbone traÆc, similar
traÆc mixture can be encountered in a QoS-enabled network. Here we use these sources only
to show the impact of di erent dropping schemes on other ows present in the router. Flow
0 has a strong need for QoS and should not be in uenced by other ows. It can be modeled
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Figure 8: RED and DRD scheme with SCFQ scheduler.
as an Expedited Forwarding (EF) Di serv class [11]. Flow 1 starts slightly overbooked from
t 2 [0; 15]s sending at 300 kbit/s when only 250 kbit/s are reserved. This does not become a
problem because ow 0 is not using its full rate. Flow 2 is an RSVP ow that sends during
three intervals, and the last ow consists of several greedy TCP sources. The overall bu er
space available is 50 kByte. All thresholds are shown in Figure 6 as a fraction of the total
bu er space.
Figure 7 shows packet drops for the \hard drop", RED and DRD schemes from this simulation using SCFQ scheduling [3]. Hard drop punishes even ows that do not exceed their
reserved rate (Telnet traÆc and RSVP ow in the present case). In addition, bursty drops are
frequent. The RED and DRD schemes only drop packets from highly lled queues, e.g. from
ows that signi cantly exceed their reserved rate and therefore need some kind of congestion
avoidance. Bursty drops can no longer be found. The di erence between the RED and DRD
schemes is discussed in the next section.

5 Comparing the RED and DRD schemes
In this section the RED and the DRD schemes are compared. The structure of the simulation
is similar to the previous one given in Figure 5 except for the traÆc sources. Ten traÆc classes
with equal thresholds (the per-queue thresholds are set to 10% and the RED thresholds to
5% of the global bu er space) and equal bandwidth reservation are introduced. Each of these
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classes maps into one queue. Inside a class, traÆc is generated using a set of ten Pareto on/o
sources. In the DRD scheme the di erence between queues is given by the increasing queue
election probability. For the RED scheme there is no di erence between the queues. The
outgoing link at the router is set to 10 Mbit/s. Incoming sources send at 100% and 125% of
the reserved bandwidth. In a second and third simulation the rst or the last queue's sending
rate is doubled to observe the in uence on other queues. The results in Figures 8, 9 and 10 are
given with a con dence interval of 90%. SCFQ and FCFS are used as scheduling algorithms.
The per- ow threshold is set to the maximum bu er space. Its e ect is not examined in this
simulation.
When SCFQ is used, the congestion-avoidance scheme does not in uence the behavior
under heavy load, and the scheduling algorithm completely dominates the drop rate (Figure
8). Because of the high incoming charge, queues always contain packets to transmit and the
SCFQ scheduler assigns the same bandwidth share (given by the queue weights) for all queues.
All spare packets will be dropped sooner or later, independently of the dropping scheme used.
The question is now whether the congestion-avoidance scheme provides di erentiation of QoS
for simple FCFS scheduling.
As expected the RED dropping scheme with FCFS does not di er when the last or rst
queue is over lled (Figure 9). When incoming traÆc is about 125% of the total outgoing link
speed, even more packets than expected are dropped in the over lled queues with doubled
incoming rate. In general queues with doubled incoming rate are more severely punished than
the other ones. Using the RED dropping scheme and FCFS no relative priorities between
queues are possible. Di erentiation between queues can only be achieved when per-queue
thresholds are modi ed. But this modi cation a ects the maximum delay guarantee for the
queues which is not desired. In addition such a di erentiation is static because it has to be
set with the thresholds at initialization time.
The DRD scheme has a completely di erent behavior with FCFS (Figure 10): Higher
priority queues experience fewer packets dropped in the overloaded situation. In other words,
when a customer would like to have an Assured Forwarding (AF) service [10], it can be argued
that only half the packets are dropped in the highest priority queue 1 than in the lowest one
for the same overload. It is clear that queues with lower priority su er from this overload.
The additional drop rate is distributed on all lower priority queues. The other way round, a
queue with lower priority does not in uence negatively the drop rate of queues with higher
priority. The DRD scheme allows relative QoS with FCFS. To implement an EF Di serv class,
the highest priority queue must be used in order to get the appropriate service.
Until now the per ow threshold has not been exploited. In the next section we will show
how it can be used to achieve AF drop precedences in a Di serv network.

6 Implementing drop precedences using packet marking
The main goal of introducing packet marking as mentioned in Section 2.3 is to support service
di erentiation in the form of AF 2 drop precedences and to improve overall bu er usage. Packet
1 The

term \highest priority queue" is somewhat misleading here: It does not mean that a xed priority is
assigned to a queue but refers to the algorithm used in the congestion-avoidance scheme for choosing a queue
where a packet will be dropped. The term \election priority" that indicates the order of preference would be
more appropriate.
2 We use the following notation for the AF per-hop-behaviours: Flow of AF class x and drop precedence y
is written as AFxy.
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Table 2: Sources.
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Figure 14: Per-Flow and Per-Queue thresholds.
marking does not in uence packet order and packets belonging to the same traÆc class will
leave the router in the same sequence as they arrived.
The topology of the simulation is almost the same as in Section 5 where multiple sources
share the same outgoing link at a router and only the traÆc sources have been changed (Table
2). The router uses the DRD scheme as explained in Section 3.2 with FCFS and SCFQ
scheduling; its outgoing link is set to 10 Mbit/s. The rst queue is assigned to an EF Di serv
class. Ten Telnet applications generate the traÆc for this ow. This traÆc is a lot less than
the reserved rate. The following three queues treat three AF Di serv classes: AF1y, AF2y
and AF3y. The ows are generated by CBR and multiple Pareto on/o sources. The average
sending rates for all three AF Di serv sources are equal and vary from 50 to 150% of the
allocated bandwidth. The last queue is designated for adaptive best-e ort traÆc. A set of
greedy TCP connections generates this traÆc. All queues have equal weights and therefore
equal reserved bandwidth. The maximum bu er space is set to 160 kBytes. During simulation
time all sources are sending.
The bu er settings are shown in Table 3 and Figure 14. The per-queue thresholds are set
to guarantee a maximum delay for each class. Important is the terrassing of the per- ow
thresholds within an AF class to realize drop precedences. The thresholds AFx1, AFx2 and
AFx3 are the same for all AF queues. No di erentiation among the same drop precedence
of di erent AF classes has to be done when setting up the thresholds. All AF classes start
dropping packets at the same per-queue limit. The best-e ort RED threshold is set to 40%
of its per-queue threshold to enable early congestion avoidance even when the bu er space is
almost completely lled up by other sources.
The results shown in Figure 11 illustrate the di erentiation amongst AF classes when
FCFS scheduling is used. With SCFQ the scheduler dominates completely the bandwidth
allocation. Minimum bandwidth guarantees for best-e ort traÆc can be given with both
12
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Table 3: Bu er thresholds.

Flow

Thresholds
Per-Flow Per-Queue
EF
1.0
0.2
AFx1 1.0
AFx2 0.8
0.4
AFx3 0.6
BE
0.4
1.0
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schedulers if packet marking is used (Figure 12). Without packet marking, best-e ort traÆc
starts oscillating and losing reserved bandwidth even with SCFQ scheduling.
With the given per- ow thresholds every AF class is split into three drop precedences
(Figure 13). Because of the high network load (when AF classes are sending more than 120%
of the reserved rate) the router's bu er space is almost completely lled up at any time of the
simulation and the third per- ow threshold is too low to take e ect. Nevertheless the Di serv
requirements are satis ed.
The packet delays are shown in Figure 15. A SCFQ scheduler takes the packet arrival time
as well as the amount of packets being stored in a queue into account for the scheduling,
whereas in a FCFS scheduling all queues experience the same average delay because FCFS
cannot distinguish amongst the queues. Therefore with FCFS scheduling, the average delays
for traÆc classes other than best-e ort are pulled towards the best-e ort values when the
actual AF bandwidth is lower than the reserved rate. However delays have an upper bound
given by the per-queue thresholds. On the other hand we have seen that a WFQ scheduler
imposes its fairness properties in a way that traÆc di erentiation is only feasible through
static threshold settings. Although the average delay can be kept within an acceptable range
no signi cant delay di erentiation can be realized with FCFS. Non best-e ort delays are always
larger with FCFS for sources using less than their full share of bandwidth [17]. Here packet
delay could be improved while using a \weak" WFQ scheduler, that allows higher-priority
packets to bypass others.

7 Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper we have described a new congestion-avoidance scheme for o ering dynamic and
relative service di erenciation in a router. The scheme is tested in a ow-and-queue thresholdbased bu er management system. We have shown that with a simple FCFS scheduler and a
sophisticated packet-dropping scheme, traÆc di erentiation is feasible and eÆcient enough to
support Di serv, especially the AF classes. Minimum bandwidth guarantee and fair excess
bandwidth allocation are supported. In addition the scheme scales well, which makes it
interesting for use in core routers.
The new packet marking scheme is an important improvement on the ow-and-queue
threshold-based bu er management system which allows the implementation of various drop
precedences within a queue. Not only overall bu er usage can be optimized but it is even
necessary to avoid bursty drops. However the admission operations take place in the network
edge, which treats responsive and nonresponsive ows in the same queue can have a signi cant
impact on inter ow fairness. This aspect could be the topic of future work.
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